The Op-Note is the newsletter of the Peri-Operative Surgical Home, a multi-disciplinary project at Phoenix Indian Medical Center. Check POSH out on the web at http://azhin.org/pimc/posh.

POSH and HHS Innovates: All about the Team!

POSH works because of the team! HHS Innovates gave us several great opportunities to celebrate the team. First, there was the ceremony in DC which the key contributors attended. And this week, we celebrated the supporting contributors shown below! Thank you to everyone who makes POSH great.
Ventral Hernia Lecture Webinar

The Ventral Hernia Recovery Program lecture is now available as a webinar! If you missed it, or want to brush up on all things-hernia, the link is available here. We’ve also posted it on the website. Thanks, as always, to Marva Billy and Mario Torres for their tireless work in supporting the lecture series.